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Change of Address Information

To join the BMW CCA or renew membership or change your
address – www.bmwcca.org

Roundel, BMW CCA, Inc.
Address Changes
640 South Main Street, Suite 210
Greenville, SC 29601

Please submit material suitable for publication to:
Becky Brighton at: newsletter@bmwia.org

Please send your requests for address changes
directly to the National Office at the address below.
The local chapters have to receive this information
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information to the National office at:

Or email to: BMWCClub@aol.com (yes, 2”C’s)
Or on the website: BMWCCA.org
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NEWSWERKS is a publication of the Iowa Chapter BMW CCA
and is no way associated with BMW AG.The contents featured
herein shall remain the property of the chapter. This publication
is mailed to chapter members in good standing six times per
year. The ideas, suggestions and opinions expressed in this
publication are solely those of the chapter and/or its members.

Follow us on Facebook and look for details
on upcoming events in email blasts.
facebook.com/bmwccia
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President’s Corner
by David Brighton

For anyone born after 1980, the methods of
communication and relating to one’s peers have
changed from past generations. Prior to the internet and
instant communication, people tended to, and needed to,
gather together in social settings to feel the importance
of belonging to a group.
Today, with instant communication via the internet
and social websites, a group can gather in a matter of
minutes to create a social setting where people of like
interests can gather.
Unfortunately, this has had a tremendous impact on
established groups created for people who have had
similar and shared interests in certain topics. Most all
of these types of groups, who have had a long and
storied history, are diminishing in importance and have
a shrinking membership. The BMW CCA is included in
the groups who are struggling to maintain or grow their
membership at a constant pace. Therefore, the BMW
CCA has created a new rebate program to help foster
membership retention and create growth. The following
statement is reprinted from the BMW CCA statement
concerning the attraction of new members who may be
in purchasing
a new
or CPO vehicle from an
ank you to theinterested
sponsors of
the 2018 Annual
Dinner
authorized BMW dealer. I hope you or someone you
know will take advantage of this new program.
The BMW CCA has announced a major update to the
Membership Reward Rebate Program. Individuals who
purchase a club membership of three or more years will
now immediately qualify for the Membership Reward

Rebate Program and may be eligible to receive a rebate
of up to $1,500. Yes, that means you can now skip the
old waiting period of 365 days and immediately apply for
Thank you to the sponsors of the 2018 Annu
a rebate with this new option! It’s important to note the
membership must be purchased within 15 days of the
purchase/lease date of the vehicle or any time prior to.
Also, the member must apply for the rebate within 60
days of purchase using the form found at bmwcca.org/
vehicle_rebate.

Thanks to the sponsors of the 2017 Annual Dinner
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Don’t miss this great event!! We have two connected
skyboxes with both indoor and outdoor seating. There
are a few tickets left at $25 per person, which includes
both ticket to the game and food.

Annual Picnic

Contact David Trachtenberg with questions or to
purchase tickets: secretary@bmwia.org.
Hope to see you at the ballpark.

Sunday, August 19 • 12 noon
at Bob Shetler Shelter, Saylorville Lake
Let’s go to the islands for the picnic!
Don VanLengen will be providing a jerk chicken,
(BBQ chicken too) and Cuban style pork.
So think Caribbean or tropical vacation when
planning the sides you bring. Grab some plantains
and try some mofongo. Caribbean corn, slaw with
tropical fruits, coconut rice, or key lime pie are just
a few ideas. Let your imagination and recipes
take you away to the sandy beach.
Of course, any salad, vegetable or dessert
will be welcomed and enjoyed! We hope to see many
members at this wonderful annual event!
4
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By: Manoj Tomar
The Longest Day Driving School is one of our longest
standing High Performance Driving Events with an
excellent safety record and an experienced corps of
experienced volunteer Instructors. This year’s school
was held at Raceway Park of the Midlands (RPM) on
June 8-10. This year’s event also included a Time Trials
hosted by Des Moines Valley Region SCCA.
The participants had a great experience, as our chapter
consistently provides at Longest Day. In addition to
regular student registration, we also offered The Taste
Of The Track that included riding with an instructor
“at speed,” attending classroom sessions, and all the
social functions at the school. Mother Nature cooperated
and apart from a brief shower on Sunday morning, we
had fantastic weather all weekend.
As always, this event takes a lot of help from many
people. Chief Instructor Scott Smed worked many late
hours ahead of the event to find qualified instructors
and to make the student assignments that are key to the
effectiveness of the school. Fred Bell was instrumental in

event planning and working with DMVR folks in making
Time Trials a success, Bryan McCoy helped with the
Friday night reception, Scott Smed and Brian Smith
provided the classroom instruction, and Rick and Kathy
Talbot reprised their stellar work on the grid again this
year. The Saturday night feast at the track prepared by
Don and Stacy Van Lengen was a highlight as always.
Saturday night track walk/ride after dinner was very well
attended. Several other members from Iowa Chapter, as
well as Des Moines Valley Region SCCA helped make
this event a success this year. This event would not be
possible without the support of our volunteers. And last
but definitely not least, a big thank you to Bryan McCoy,
Dave Johnson and Jeff Daily. They worked on the cars
of their students to change out brake pads AND rotors
so that their students could get back on track Sunday
morning instead of missing most of the Sunday sessions.
A special thank you goes to those who participated in the
parade laps. The funds raised from those laps go to
BMW CCA foundation benefiting Tire Rack Street
Survival Teen Driving School.
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By: Bryan McCoy
I have had a few of the plastic fans come apart when
driving twice now. This usually comes as a spoiler to a
‘happy time.’ You all know the ones. You are perhaps
in a curve, the car is in a low gear, the traffic has
evaporated, and you lean into the throttle to feel the pull
of the G forces as the car winds up coming out of the
curve. All of a sudden a really loud bang-crunch-rattle
rattle happens. You glance plastic flying off the side of
the car. You of course have lifted out of the high RPM,
but the car is running quiet. There are no other shakes
or vibrations. You pull over, your happy time fully spoilt
while your mind goes over all the possible scenarios of
what that was all about. You open the hood and see a
shredded fan housing and realize the fan has shed a
blade. There doesn’t appear to be any antifreeze leaks,
although the fan side of the radiator has seen quite a
bit of abuse. You decide that the damage is not life
threatening and you can continue your drive. Upon
shutting the hood you see a dent there as well, pushed
up from below. This is the time you realize that you
should have installed the aftermarket electric fan and
removed the engine driven fan long ago. Or at least a
few days ago.
The car in my stable that sees the most high RPM
opportunities is the M3, so rather than let this happen to
that car, I ordered an all aluminum radiator and electric
fan kit from Zionsville Autosport. (I have no reason
to market these products. I saw them written up and
needed the part.) The fan and radiator came this winter
but the M3 was in storage, so installation waited. Cindy
firmly informed me that she doesn’t like to see paid for
boxed items uninstalled. The M was now out of storage
so the project needed to get on the calendar.
After putting the car up on jack stands and beginning the
coolant draining process, I removed the upper plastic
shrouds uncovering the radiator. Next I removed the
upper hose and the small bleeder hose on the right (left
6
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side of the car). Then the two screws holding the fan
shroud came out. The fan and shroud need to come
out together. I use the long 32 mm wrench made for
this fan removal job. Usually you can put the wrench
on the large nut holding the fan in place and tap the
end of the wrench with a hammer a few times and the
fan will turn free of the water pump. Note that the fan
is a left hand threaded device designed so the engine
rotation tightens the fan. Hence when the wrench is in
place, tap toward the driver’s side of the car to free the
fan. Occasionally the second part of the fan tool kit is
needed which fits over the fan pulley bolts to keep the
water pump from turning. If the serpentine belt has been
removed the pulley holding bar is definitely required.
Once the fan is broken loose, the fluid clutch on the fan
is usually firm enough to allow the nut to be spun off of
the water pump using the fan blades. Sometimes you
need to wrench the nut off. If you have to turn the fan
nut with the wrench, about an eighth of a turn is all you
can get before you have to move the wrench to a new
purchase on the nut due to clearances in the engine bay.
When the fan has dropped free of the water pump, the
fan and shroud can be lifted out together, but only as
far as the tube to the bottom of the plastic tank allows.
Some fiddling is required to get to that hose clamp
while balancing the shroud. Once the one inch hose is
removed the shroud can be fully extracted. This opens
up a lot of space around the front of the engine and the
rest of the job goes much easier.
Unclip the radiator at the top using a small screwdriver
forced into the clips. Note that the rubber plugs in the top
of the radiator that the clips set in need to be moved to
the new radiator. This is also true with the larger rubber
bumpers that the radiator sets on. These bumpers need
to be pulled off the old radiator and placed on aluminum
studs on the bottom of the new radiator. Take off the
remaining hoses, tilt the radiator to the side to drain any
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remaining antifreeze and extract the radiator from the
engine compartment. Recycle the collected antifreeze
and replace with new.
The new aluminum radiator comes with an expansion
tank attached, but it has to be loosened to get the
low antifreeze sensor installed. This sensor needs to
be moved from the plastic expansion tank on the old
radiator. There is also a new thermostat switch to be
screwed in the side of the radiator side tank, using an
aluminum washer as a gasket. The kit contains two
rolls of pressure sensitive rubber
gasket material, and depending
on your installation, it may be
optional. I ordered the Aux Fan
delete, which is basically a new
connector for the new thermostat,
and a relay socket. In the engine
bay of the M3 there is a positive
battery terminal which can be
used to power the fan. This will
allow the fan to operate anytime
the thermostat calls for cooling,
which includes when the key is
off. When the hood is open take
the necessary precautions when
working under the hood. The
fan is well shrouded so there is
little danger. If you use the hot
battery terminal, the wire should
be immediately fused. Fuses are
placed at the source of power
to protect both the load and the
wiring from a short. Using a large
fuse and small wire can set you up
for a fire. I installed a water proof
fuse holder and thirty amp fuse. After the fuse the +12v
power lead goes to the relay to power the relay and to
power the fan. A relay is a simple device, consisting of
an electromagnet coil and a set of contacts. When the
coil is energized, the magnetic force pulls the contacts
together, closing the switch and energizing the circuit.
I installed the relay so the thermostat doesn’t need to
carry the high current of the fan. The thermostat only
energizes the coil of the relay and the relay contacts
carry the current to the fan.
The fused +12v goes to both terminals 30 and 85 on a
typical automotive relay. The low side of the coil, terminal
86, goes directly to one terminal of the thermal switch
mounted on the side of the new radiator. The switched

hot lead from the relay, terminal 87, goes to the positive
terminal on the new fan. Zionville Autosport provided a
mating connector for the fan, and the positive terminal is
identified. They also provided the mating connector for
the new thermal switch. The negative terminal on the
fan goes to chassis ground. The best place I found for
chassis ground is on the driver’s side fender behind the
head light. Run a 12 gauge wire from the fan negative,
and a 16 gauge wire from one terminal of the thermal
switch to this chassis ground terminal. Run the second
terminal on the thermal switch to pin 86
of the relay, as previously mentioned.
When the radiator heats up, the thermal
switch will close, pulling the low side
of the relay to ground which energizes
the relay. The relay closes its internal
switch, thus passing +12 volts to the
fan. I put all the wiring inside a split tube
sheath to protect the wires. I also zip
tied the new wires in many places to
prevent them from movement, which will
lead to wire breakage.
I also removed the auxiliary fan, as the
documentation said it was worth it. The
documentation also said you have to
disassemble the front of the car to get
the aux fan out. I was able to get the
fan out from below, using a long socket
extension through the grill to remove
the fan and shroud bolts. I did have to
remove the lower air pans to get access
to the area in front of the radiator from
below.
I have driven the M3 from Des Moines to
Cedar Rapids twice now. There are no
leaks, the temp gauge stays where it should, and when
I shut off the car, twenty seconds later the fan comes
on. I consider this a good thing to prevent a hot soak
on the engine. The one thing I have noticed is the air
conditioning now has issues. Normally the aux fan would
be turned on when the air conditioning compressor is
energized, cooling the condenser. At road speed there
is plenty of air flow for good cabin cooling, however
in town this is not the case. I intend to wire a second
relay’s switch contacts across the new radiator thermal
switch. By energizing this relay when the A/C clutch is
energized, this relay will tell the fan relay that the A/C
needs cooling, and it should operate. I will let you know
if this is sufficient to solve the A/C issues.
JULY/AUGUST 2018
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By: Rick Talbot
On Saturday, April 20, fifteen members of the
Iowa Chapter assembled at MINI of Des Moines for
an introduction to the brand’s current models and a
brief history of Mini up to and including its current 3rd
generation of vehicles. Iowa Chapter club member
(and Central Iowa MINI Club member) Roger Sitterly
provided that history along with a number of tales about
Lucas electrics…a not so great “feature” of the preBMW Mini models.
The chapter was hosted by MINI Motoring Manager
Chris Ruggeri who along with MINI Advisors Donna
Overton and Jon Linares, were available to answer
any product questions. Those attending were treated
to “healthy” breakfast pizza and donuts courtesy of the
8
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club and beverages by the dealership. Five current
MINIs were cued up for attendees to test drive and
feedback was favorable…there’s a lot of BMW soul
(and content) in the current lineup of MINI models.
For those that missed the event, the door prize
questions and answers are provided below. A Mini
JCW Monte Carlo Ralley winner model and two CG
Lock were the prizes provided by Rick Talbot and Roger
Sitterly.
Thanks to Rick Talbot for organizing this event,
to Roger Sitterly for providing Mini and BMW history
and to David Trachtenburg and Chris Kjellmark for the
accompanying event photos.
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A Few Historical Facts about the origins of
Bayerische Moteren Werke…. (Courtesy of Roger Sitterly)
BMW was formed as a company in 1916 when
Rapp Motorenwerke and Bayerische Flugzeugwerke
(both of Bavaria) and Fahrzeugfabrik Eisenach (of
Thuringia) combined as Bayerische Moteren Werke
(headquartered in Bavaria). The primary product
was aircraft engines, which were used during World
War I. After the War, manufacturing such engines
was prohibited, so the company turned to production
of proprietary industrial engines. In addition, a small
motorcycle operation was expanded to became part
of the total business – and BMW motorcycles are
some of the best in the world today.
At the same time, independent car-maker
Automobilewerk Eisenach had fallen on hard times
following the War. To boost sales the company had
purchased a license to build a variant of the Austin
7 from British car maker Austin Motor Company. The
“Dixi” first came off production lines in December
1927. BMW wanted and needed to expand sales
volume and decided to do so by producing cars,
so in 1928 purchased Automobilewerk Eisenach.
This included the right to build Dixis under license
from Austin. Thus, BMW became an automobile
manufacturer by building licensed copies of a British
car.
For those who could not attend, here’s the door prize
questions and “official” answers:

#1 When BMW purchased Rover Group in 1994, it
obtained a wide variety of British automotive brands
including in part, MG, Rolls Royce, Jaguar, Rover,
and Mini. Subsequently, BMW sold off many of those
brands. However, BMW retained one well-known
brand name, and in 2012 renewed the trademark
of that brand even though BMW has denied having
plans to actually produce vehicles under the brand.
What brand of car is this? ANSWER: Triumpf
#2 What is the motto for the Lucas Electric
Company? ANSWER: Get Home Before Dark
#3 What patent does Lucas hold?
ANSWER: Patent for the short circuit
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By: Bryan McCoy
This story takes a while. I
brought the M3 over from Cedar
Rapids to Des Moines and then
it sat for maybe a month. The time
came to put it in the trailer but while
setting it had developed a miss. It is
amazing to me that a car which can run
so strong, can hardly pull itself up the trailer
ramp when it has a miss. I didn’t have time to
look at it immediately, so it waited another month.
In troubleshooting it, I started it in the trailer and
immediately felt the exhaust headers. It was easy to
identify number three as a cold tube. I shut it down,
went no further in my troubleshooting and purchased
a coil pack. With the new coil pack it was once again
happy, and the M3 got delivered to the storage garage.
Several months later (see I told you this takes a while)
I collected it from storage, and once again it had a
serious miss, this time quickly identified as number
four. Since the car is a 1995, and coil packs do fail with
age, I decided to order a full set of high performance
coils from BavAuto. Two weeks later the coils came
and I found time to happily install them. I fired the car
up and ooh, it still had a miss. Number four again, or
still, actually. In not the best sequence of trouble
shooting, after spending significant
coin on the coil packs in a shotgun
effort, (after all it worked the first
time), I started to open the wiring
loom to get access to the injector
connections. This troubleshooting
path was clearly opening a can of
worms, and I finally realized that
10
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I could take out the spark plug and see if it was wet,
telling me if the fuel injector was working. Yup, a very
wet plug. I was pretty confident in the new coil pack,
and now the injector, so the only thing left was the spark

plug. The plug looked just fine visually, but after going
to the auto parts store for ONE plug, the car was once
again, a smooth as silk purring machine. I only bought
one plug because for some reason the M plugs are not
directly crossed to a common local plug. A full set of
appropriate plugs have been ordered, and a mental
note which will be easily forgotten was created to do a
better job of troubleshooting before ordering parts.
If you happen to be interested in them, I have five
used coil packs, one which is very new, plus a radiator,
expansion tank, fan and shroud for an E36 available.
There also will be a plethora of E36 318Ti parts, as
I will be scrapping out a donor car to salvage the
manual drive line in place of an automatic. If you like
turning wrenches, this should be a straight forward but
somewhat involved project and you are welcome to
participate.
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T E M P E R AT U R E S

By: Bryan McCoy

I had the opportunity to carry a thermal imager
(Inferred camera) with me to the last track day and found
the images pretty interesting. Observe the following
picture of this tire. Note how the internal tire is hotter
than the face of the tread. This indicates that the core
of the tire is forty degrees hotter than the tread surface.
The surface, which has high emissivity has lost much of
the heat that the core of the tire still contains. This image
confirms a web blog I heard several weeks ago from
Ross Bentley (Speed Secrets). They were discussing
the temperature of the tires. The tire guest on the video
blog said the only way to take tire temperature is to work
a stiff temperature probe into the outer edge of the tire,
making sure the probe is pressed at least a quarter inch
into the tread. This information seemed strange until I
saw the picture of a hot tire just coming off the track.
The recommendation is to ‘scratch’ the tires when they
are new on a track for a lap or two to bring the oils to the
surface, which softens the rubber and improves traction.
Then the tire should rest for twenty four hours before use.
They indicated using (abusing) them on the street would
not cause sufficient abrasion to the tire to get the desired
result. I was aware that all the Indy tires used at the track
had been previously mounted and tracked, but I didn’t

know that this might be the ‘scratching’ desired to bring
out friction. There were other points I found interesting.
Lots of people count the number of heat cycles on their
tires, knowing that with each additional heat cycle the tire
is harder, and less ‘sticky.’ What actually is happening
is the oils that keep the tire compounds soft are being
evaporated in the heat cycle. You loose the oils, the tire
gets hard and is slippery on the track. The disturbing
conclusion is the oils evaporate even without the heat
cycles, and in three years of shelf life alone, the race
compound tire is retired, no pun intended. The tires I
was running on that weekend were over two years old.
I was clearly over driving them, having large slip angles
in the steering and a very unconnected tail. I was sure
they had better ‘stick’ last time I had them out. Driving
them that hard, pushing them to past the good slip angle
of about 5 degrees caused them to wear very quickly. By
the end of the weekend they were toast. Not to mention
the spin and tank slapper traction problems (that I am
attributing to them ;-) and not my driving ).
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Welcome New Members
Lennon, Richard............... Fort Dodge

Paszek, John D....... West Des Moines

Boysen, Jeremy ...............Des Moines

Kitsos, Stefan............... Cedar Rapids

Haugo, Josh E..........................Ankeny

Crew, David................... Cedar Rapids

Ellison, Ira......................... Braddyville

Li, Jake F................. West Des Moines

Lindgren, Christopher P .............Adel

Fullick, Austin.......................... Clinton

Fleming, Samuel K............... Dubuque

Terrell, Alan........................ Bettendorf

Dare, David........................Des Moines

Simpson Motorsports Inc.
Jim Simpson
319-351-1269
3577 Perch Dr. SE
Iowa City, IA 52240
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Example sale prices for sets of Hoosier R6
track tires we can provide for your BMW:
245/35/18 Hoosier R6: $319.06
225/40/18 Hoosier R6: $309.06
275/35/18 Hoosier R6: $329.06
245/40/18 Hoosier R6: $319.06

Hoosier Tires Direct .Com carries the full range of Hoosier road
race tires at similar savings and is located in the Des Moines, IA
area. We will meet or beat any advertised prices for Hoosier R6
track tires. Please visit us online at www.hoosiertiresdirect.com

255/35/18 Hoosier R6: $329.06
235/35/19 Hoosier R6: $339.06
285/30/18 Hoosier R6: $339.06
265/35/19 Hoosier R6: $349.06
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BMW of Dubuque

www.BMWofDubuque.com
BMW of Dubuque has earned
the BMW North America
Center of Excellence Award!
The highest ranking combined sales and
service customer satisfaction.
Come and find out why our
customers travel from as far as
Chicago and Des Moines to
experience BMW of Dubuque.

600 Century Drive, Dubuque, IA 52002 800.373.CARS

Doug Warthan
Dealer Principal

Jeff Wilson
BMW Sales Manager

Mark Simmons
BMW Client Advisor

Mike Olsen
BMW Client Advisor

Jay Burgus
BMW Service Advisor

Brian Decker
BMWMaster Technician

IOWA CHAPTER BMW CCA
PO BOX 42113
URBANDALE, IA 50323
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SERIES

Chris
Branstad
Manager

Brett
Merck
Service
Advisor

Paul
Bixby
Sales

Tyler
Nesset

Corey
Smith

Sales

MARK ZIMMERMAN BMW
TU"WFOVF4&t$FEBS3BQJET

319-366-4000

BMW
Tech
SALES:

MON-THURS: 9AM-8PM
FRI: 9AM-6PM • SAT: 9AM-5PM

SERVICE:

MON-FRI: 7AM-6PM
SAT: 8AM-12 NOON

Karl
Reddies
BMW
Tech

